Brown Bag Series in Hispanic Linguistics
Fall 2017
Room: GA 1100
Time: 12:30-1:30

September 1\textsuperscript{st}

HLS Practice Run
1. \textit{Developing epistemic meaning: A diachronic study of the Spanish adverb a lo mejor}
   Dylan Jarrett
2. \textit{Degree, time, and focus: A tale of two semantic paths for a poco}
   Juan Escalona Torres
3. \textit{No es nada personal: Analyzing the role of language contact in the omission of a personal in US Spanish varieties}
   Molly Cole

September 29\textsuperscript{th}

HLS Practice Run
1. \textit{No es tan simple como parece: The Effect of Duration of One-Closure Rhotics on the Perception of Spanish /ɾ/ and /r/}
   Fernando Melero and Alejandro Cisneros
2. \textit{Examining intensity of contact in the acquisition of pragmatics during study abroad}
   Megan DiBartolomeo, Vanessa Elias and Daniel Jung
3. \textit{L2 acquisition of dialectal variability: The case of subject expression in the Dominican Republic and Spain}
   Nofiya Denbaum

October 27\textsuperscript{th}

S326 Active Learning Fair
Erik Willis and Valentyna Filimonova

December 1\textsuperscript{st}

\textit{The evolution of argument structure: Psychological verbs of liking in the history of Spanish}
Andrea Mojedano Batel